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where latin indices run the values 0; 1; 2 and 
abc
is the
















; B = F
12
:
















In general one can construct a (2+1)-Einstein theory














with the electromagnetic Lagrangian L(F ) unspecied
explicitly at this stage; physically one requires the La-
grangian to coincide with the Maxwell one at small values
of the electromagnetic elds, L(F )
Maxwell
=  F=4. We
are using units in which c = G = 1, because of the ambi-
guity in the denition of the gravitational constant (there
is not newtonian gravitational limit in (2+1)-dimensions)
we prefer to maintain the factor 1=16 in the action to
keep the parallelism with (3+1)-gravity. Varying this ac-












































denotes the derivative of L(F ) with respect to
F .
Concrete solutions to the dynamical equations we shall
















where ,  and  are unknown functions of the variable
r. We have chosen this form because if the structural









magnetic eld can not be obtained [4].
The general form of the electromagnetic eld tensor






dr ^ dt+ B dr ^ d: (7)


















































































































































where  = 8 and the prime denotes the dierentiation























are constants of integration.
Notice that from the Einstein equations we conclude
that E or B must be zero, i.e. we cannot have any super-
position of these nonlinear electric and magnetic elds in
any three-dimensional static spacetime, given by diago-
nal metric (6), just like in the linear case.
On the other hand, from the invariant (8) and the
equations (10){(15) we see that the self-consistent equa-
tions are invariant under the duality mapping
  ! ;   ! 
E  ! i B; B  ! i E: (16)
Thus we conclude that if we have a nonlinear electric
static solution, then one can obtain the nonlinear mag-
netic one by making the dual mapping (16).
For solving the eld equations we must set E = 0 (for
magnetic solutions) or B = 0 (for electric solutions). In
3this case the magnetic solutions can be written using the
result of Ref. [4], where it was obtained the general so-
lution for the static (2+1)-spacetime for any nonlinear
Lagrangian depending on the electric eld (i.e. B = 0).





















and, where M is a constant of integration. Then using
the dual mapping (16) we obtain the nonlinear magnetic





















In this case the invariant is F = B
2


















In order to obtain the Maxwell limitwe must set Const =
 q=4 and from (18) we obtain the solution in terms of
























It is easy to check that for Maxwell case, i.e. when L =
 F=4, we have B = q=r and then from (21) we obtain
the HW magnetic solution (3).
A. Some applications
We present now various particular examples of nonlin-
ear magnetic solutions.
One interesting application of our results arises in the
Born-Infeld electrodynamics [5]. In this case the Born-





































and the Lagrangian and the electric eld are given by










































where b is the Born-Infeld parameter.













































and the Lagrangian and the magnetic eld are given by










































Other interesting example is the magnetic solution ob-





















where M , a, q
e
and  are free parameters. The La-






























In this case the metric, the electric eld and all invariants
behave regularly for all values of r and then this solution
is curvature regular everywhere. Applying the dual map-




























where M , a, q
m
and  are free parameters. The La-






























The last example is the (2+1)-dimensional magnetic so-
lution with a Coulomb-like eld. It is obtained from the
(2+1)-dimensional black hole with Coulomb-like electric
4eld. In this case the energy momentum tensor (4) is


















where M is a constant of integration related to the mass























































Thus, for any three-dimensional static nonlinear elec-
trodynamics whose Lagrangian L depends on a single






is given by (7), exist





Now we shall consider the generalization of these
Einstein-nonlinear Maxwell three-dimensional static
elds to include the angular momentum J . In this case
one requires invariance under spatial rotations and time
























One could nd any rotating solution by solving the
Einstein-nonlinear Maxwell equations using the electro-
magnetic eld tensor (7) and the metric (34). However,
in order to do this we shall nd the solutions by means of
a rotational Lorentz boost. This kind of transformations
can generate from seed static spacetimes new metrics be-
cause they are not permitted global coordinate trans-
formations. This procedure of generating new solutions
from seed ones has been quite useful in general relativity.
A gravitational eld may be locally the same but globally
distinct due to dierences in the topology of their under-
lying manifolds. Globally stationary but locally static
gravitational elds provide a good example of this fact
[7].
In view that for the considered Einstein-nonlinear
Maxwell problem there are two branches of solutions,
electrostatic and magnetostatic one, we must apply the
Lorentz boost separately.
A. Stationary electric nonlinear spacetimes
We rst shall consider the electrostatic nonlinear
spacetimes. In the linear case, i.e. Maxwell electrody-
namics, the extension to consider the rotating electri-
cally charged BTZ black hole has been derived in ref-
erences [8, 9, 10]. For obtaining the stationary electric
spacetime we shall follow essentially the procedure of the
mentioned above Ref. [10]. The \rotation boost" may be

















t and e' are the old time and angular coordi-
nates, respectively, used to write the static form of the
metric.
In this case the new metric may be written in the
form (34), where N
0




















































If one starts with the charged nonrotating electrostatic
black hole (17), then f(r) = e
(r)
.
We shall consider asymptotically anti de Sitter solu-
tion, i.e. the cosmological constant is negative and is
related to the cosmological length l by  =  1=l
2
. Now
on this length will be set equal to unity. Thus we have
f
2





































































































The Maxwell tensor F
M










dr ^ (dt  !d): (45)
Due to this rotation we have now a magnetic component.
Taking into account the eq. (38) we have for the pseu-





















The linear case is obtained when L(F ) = F =  E
2
=2
and all these formulas became the equations (69)-(72)
and (75) of the Ref.[10].























































































This is the uncharged rotating BTZ black hole written in
an unusual gauge. To write this metric in the usual gauge


























































































So, the nonlinear electric rotating solution (40)-(44) re-
duces to the uncharged rotating BTZ solution when the
electric eld vanishes.
An interesting example is obtained by application of
this procedure to the nonlinear regular black hole (26).
In this case the new rotating nonlinear electric spacetime

















































































































































































































Other example is the rotating electric Coulomb-like




































































































































































B. Stationary magnetic nonlinear spacetimes
Now we shall consider the magnetostatic nonlinear
spacetimes. In order to write the magnetic rotating
spacetime in linear electrodynamics the authors of [11]
have applied this kind of transformations. However, the
properties of this spacetime were not studied. The exten-
sion to consider and study the Einstein-Maxwell rotating
magnetic solution has been derived in Ref. [12]. The an-
gular momentumalso is added to (2) through a rotational
Lorentz boost, as we made before for the electric exten-
sion. It is interesting to note that the authors of Ref. [12]
interpret the static magnetic eld (2) as being composed
by a system of two symmetric and superposed electric
charges. In this case one of the electric charges is at rest
and the other is spinning. Thus there is no electric eld
since the total electric charge is zero and the magnetic
eld is generated by the angular electric current.
For obtaining the Einstein-nonlinear Maxwell rotating
magnetic solution we shall apply the transformation (35)
































































The Maxwell tensor F
M










dr ^ (d   !dt): (63)
In this case due to the rotation we have now an electric
component.



















































































































and dr=dR = NR=r. Considering the eq. (63) we obtain





















Comparing the form of the metric (34) with the line ele-
ment (64) and the expresions (41)-(44) with the eqs. (65)-
(68) we nd that both solutions are connected by the
same duality mapping, which in this case may be written
as
dt  ! id; d  ! idt; E  ! iB: (70)
Thus, for example, the magnetic rotating counterparts
of the solutions (28) and (32) may be obtained apply-
ing the duality mapping (70) to the eqs. (56) and (61)
respectively.
In conclusion these electric and magnetic rotating met-
rics have both locally static spacetimes which are con-
nected by a duality mapping. Then the rotating space-
times are also connected by the same duality mapping.
IV. SOME PROPERTIES OF SPINNING
NONLINEAR THREE-DIMENSIONAL
SPACETIMES
Both the static and rotating solutions are asymptoti-
cally anti-de Sitter. Then it is interesting, for example,
to calculate the angular momentum and mass of the ro-
tating solutions.
7A. Spinning electric solutions
To identify the angular momentum in the metric of
the form (34) we can use the quasilocal formalism [13,
14]. In this case the angular momentum j(r) at a radial












where the prime denotes an ordinary derivative with re-
spect to r. Then J is dened as J = j(1). In view that
in our case N
0










For the rotating nonlinear electric spacetime (40)-(44) we























From the last equation we obtain for the uncharged ro-
tating BTZ black hole (L(F ) = 0) that j(r) = 2!M=(1 
!
2
), i.e. the rst relation of eq. (51).
In general the behavior of j(r) at innity depends on
the considered electrodynamics. For the linear case L =
 F=(4) = E
2
























At innity this expression diverges, as it is well known.
This intrinsic logarithmic divergence is due to the fact
that the electrostatic potential is logarithmic in the linear
case.
The behavior of the angular momentum j(r) at a radial
boundary r and its behavior at innity (J) for nonlinear
electric rotating black holes generated by the boost (35)
from the nonlinear electrostatic spacetimes (22), (26)
and (30) are summarized on Table I. The nonlinear
Born-Infeld electric black hole (22) and the regular black
hole (26) have an angular momentum, which diverges at
innity. More interesting is the black hole with Coulomb-
like eld (30). At innity this rotating spacetime has the
same angular momentum J of the uncharged rotating
BTZ solution.
In addition, we also shall calculate the mass of solu-
tions. One can use the quasilocal mass formula developed
in [13, 14] (see also [15]). In this case, from eq. (34), we
have that the quasilocal energy E(r) and the quasilocal














TABLE I: Expressions for the angular momentum at a radial
boundary r, j(r), and angular momentum, J , for the rotating















































































the background structural functions which determine the
zero of energy. The background metric can be obtained
simply by setting constant of integration of a particular
solution to some special value, determining this way the
reference spacetime. We set q = 0 and M = 0 in our ro-
tating solutions, arriving at the background spacetime,
which corresponds to an asymptotic vacuum anti-de Sit-




=dr = r=l ( with l = 1). The
same background was used in other works for the calcu-
lation of the quasilocal mass of some spinning solutions
(see for example [14, 15]). The quasilocal mass at spatial
innity is dened as
~
M = m(1)
The mass and angular momentum may be also ob-
tained applying the formalism of Regge and Teitel-
boim [16]. For example, for the canonical form of the
metric (34) the mass is given by (the details can be found
in [12])



































functions of a background reference spacetime and  is
a constant factor, which come from the fact that, due
the angle decit, the integration over azimuthal angle 
is between 0 and 2 (see [12]) .
It can be shown that the quasilocal mass at spatial
innity for the charged spinning BTZ solution and the






















This coincidence takes place because the electric solu-
tions (1) and (26) have the same behavior at spatial in-
nity in static and stationary cases.
8TABLE II: Expressions of the quasilocal mass at spatial in-
nity for the rotating nonlinear electric Born-Infeld, regular
























































For the rotating electric Coulomb-like black hole the
quasilocal mass at spatial innity does not diverges. In







M , i.e. the same value of
the uncharged rotating BTZ black hole.
The behavior of the quasilocal mass at innity,
~
M ,
for nonlinear electric rotating black holes generated
from (22), (26) and (30) are summarized on Table II.
Thus
~
M diverges logarithmically for the Born-Infeld
and regular black holes, similar to the situation in the
angular momentum.
B. Spinning magnetic solutions
For the magnetic solution (62) we can write the angular

























































































are given by eqs (64)-(68).
The behavior of the angular momentum and mass at a
radial boundary r and its behavior at innity for rotating
nonlinear magnetic spacetimes generated from the static
solutions (24), (28) and (32) are summarized on the Ta-
bles III and IV respectively.
Comparing the expressions for the angular momentum
of rotating magnetic solutions (given in table III) with
the electric one (given in the table I), we conclude that
TABLE III: Expressions for the angular momentum at a ra-
dial boundary r, j(r), and angular momentum, J , for the
rotating nonlinear magnetic spacetimes generated from the






































































TABLE IV: Expressions of the mass at spatial innity for the
rotating nonlinear magnetic spacetimes generated from the






































































the angular momentum of the electric rotating space-
times and the magnetic rotating one are connected by
the duality mapping (70).
The divergence of the mass may be handled as fol-
lows [10, 12]. We can rewrite, for example, the eq. (77)




















(r) is the logarithmic term, which diverges if
r  !1. Now, one encloses the system in a boundary of
large radius r
0


























9The second and third terms of (81) vanish when r  ! r
0
.
One might call M (r
0
) the energy within the radius r
0
.







be interpreted as the electromagnetic energy outside r
0
up to an innite constant which is absorbed in M (r
0
).










and this sum is independent of r
0
, nite and equal to the
total mass.
Thus in practice the treatment of the mass divergence
amounts to forgetting about r
0








The divergence on the angular momentum can be
treated in a similar way as the mass divergence.
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